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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this short article, we expand on the ideas developed in [De21 viz. the 
so-called parabolic analogue of Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials. In that 
paper, we considered two Hecke algebra modules (corresponding to the 
two roots - 1 and q of the equation u* = q + (q - 1)~) which give rise to 
two sets of polynomials. The question of the relationship between those 
two modules was not considered there since it seemed somewhat of a 
digression in that context. It was noted however that these two sets of 
polynomials have different recursive relations and so they are different in 
nature. Special attention was given to the module corresponding to - 1 
and it was shown that the coefficients of the polynomials are given by the 
dimensions of stalks of intersection cohomology sheaves of certain 
generalized Schubert varieties (in Crystallographic cases). 
Recently, the author has been working on a combinatorial set up which 
is used to obtain a closed formula for the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials 
[De3]. While dealing with the parabolic case, one can not use the map “j’” 
[KL, Sect. 11 which gives a dual basis (viz. (Ci,} ) in case J= d, (see 
Remark 2.5 below). At this stage, the author came across a preprint by 
J. M. Douglass [Do], where concrete models for the two Hecke Algebra 
modulus are constructed for the parabolic case in a finite Coxeter group. 
It is further shown that these two are related to each other via a certain 
map @ defined by G. Lusztig [L]. Unfortunately those methods use the 
finiteness assumption in an essential way. The author realized that one may 
use alternate arguments which do not assume the finiteness. As a matter of 
fact, one can now tie up the two Hecke algebra modules by a natural 
duality (see Theorem 2.1 below) which then relates various other 
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associated objects as well. This in turn gave the “dual” basis {‘Cl}. It may 
be remarked that this is a special feature for the parabolic case. 
This paper is arranged as follows: In Section 2, we prove a result 
connecting the two modules and maps @, (pJ, qJ (see below for 
definitions). We also give a dual basis for the invariants of the modules. We 
include some remarks regarding these polynomials. In Section 3 we give 
tables regarding the polynomials in a specific example which show that the 
parabolic situation can be very different from the case J= 4. 
2. DUALITY THEOREM AND SOME CONSEQUENCES 
We start by recalling definitions of some of the basic objects and their 
properties as discussed in [De2]. Let 2 be the Hecke algebra (over the 
ring Z[q”‘, q ~ “‘1) of Coxeter group ( W, S) and J be a subset of S. One then 
has two &?-modules which depend on the two roots of u2 = q + (q - 1) u 
viz. - 1 and q. To avoid ambiguity, we denote the module corresponding 
to - 1 by MJ and the one corresponding to q by I@~. We follow this 
convention for various other objects related to these modules as well 
e.g., the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials are denoted by P:,, and pi,,, 
respectively. (Note that PC, y = PC, y = P,, y, the usual Kazhdan-Lusztig 
polynomials). We recall that MJ (respectively A-‘) is a free Z[qli2, qp1’2]- 
module with a basis {ml 1 y E WJ} (respectively, {fii.; 1 y E W”} ), where the 
action of T,y for s E S on the left is given by the following rule: 
qm6 + (9 - 1)m.i 
i- 
if sydy 
T;m;= rn:, if sy2 y and sy~ WJ 
-rn.: if syayandsy$WJ 
(respectively, 
if sy6 y 
if sy~ y and sy~ WJ 
if sy> y and sy$ WJ. 
We also recall that one has a map cp J (respectively QJ) from Y? to MJ 
(respectively fi”) such that for w= yw, with YE WJ and WOE W,, 
cp,(T,) = (- l)‘(wJ).m,i (respectively Q( T,) = qlcwJ) . &?I). Moreover, these 
maps commute with the standard involution . 
Next, we recall [L, 5.1.151 that there exists an algebra map @: # -+ A? 
given by @(q112) = -q112, and @(T,) = (-q)‘(“) . T,,,, where - is the 
standard involution in Z. Further, G2 = Id and @ commutes with . 
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We now have the following theorem which connects these two modules 
and essentially provides the duality between the two set ups: 
THEOREM 2.1. There exists a unique map n: MJ+ fi” such that 
(i) n(mf)=mi and (ii) n(h.mJ)=@(h).n(mJ) for all he% and mJEMJ 
(i.e., n is @-linear). Further, it has the following properties : 
(a) The following diagram is commutative: 
(b) n commutes with the involutions on MJ and I@‘. 
(c) n is one-to-one onto and the inverse 0 (of n) satisfies properties (i) 
and (ii) of q. 
Proof For y E WJ, define n(mi) = (-q)t(-“) . &:. Extend ye to the whole 
of MJ by @-linearity. Let s E S. Then we have, 
i 
vCqm,J, + (4 - 1 I+ if sydy 
dT,.m$= vr(m&) if sy3 y and sy~ WJ 
v( -m,J) if sy2 y and sy$ WJ 
{ 
q( - q)HsY) ~m”;:+(q-l)(-q)‘(y).m~] if sy<y 
= ( - q)‘(“Y) .&; if sy2 y and sy~ WJ 
- ( - q)w . 6;) if sy> y and sy$ WJ. 
On the other hand, 
@(T,) . n(mi) = ( -4) TS. ( -q)‘(Y). m: 
=(-q)‘(-“)+‘.T,.fi.; 
qmfsy + (q - l)Cr,J if syd y 
= (-q)‘(Y)+’ . &iyy if sy>yandsy~W~ - 
4q if sy 2 y and sy $ WJ. 
It is now an easy matter to check that these two expressions give the same 
result. This shows that q( T,mi) = @(T,) . yl(myJ). It is also easy to see that 
n(h.mJ)=@(h).n(mJ) for all hE% and mJEMJ. 
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If q’ is another map satisfying properties (i) and (ii), then 
Y/‘(m$ = Yf( T, . m,J) = @(T,.) . m; = ( - q)‘(.“’ . &i,” 
= ( - q)r(J’) . T,,, . fij = ( -q)‘(‘) , m;ll. 
It is now clear that q’ = r. 
To prove statement (a), let w = yw, E W with y E WJ and wJ E W,. Then 
yI 0 q J( T,,) = q[ ( - 1 )@J) . m-J] = ( - 1 )‘(H’J) ( - q)‘(-b,) fi;;l 
and 
@J’@(T,)=@,[(-q)““‘T,]=&,[(-q)~“”’T,] 
= (jJ[( -q)-“w’T,b,] = ( -q)-‘(w)q@“J)fi;. 
Clearly, these two expressions are equal. This proves (a). 
To prove statement (b), observe that for any m J E MJ, there exists h E 2 
such that cpJ(h)=mJ. But then, cp,(h)=h.mf.Thus ~(m”)=~(h.mj)= 
@(h).Kzf= @(h).fi,J= @(h).Sz~=~(h.mj)=~(mJ). This proves (b). 
One can interchange the role of these two modules to obtain a map 
8: fi” -+ MJ such that 19(Gij) = m,J and 8(h6zJ) = Q(h) 8(6zJ); 8 is given by 
the formula 0(Kri,“) = (-q)‘(‘)%l. It is easy to check that 8 and q are inverses 
of each other. This proves (c) and completes the proof of the theorem. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Zf Ri,Y (respectively w;,,) are the polynomials given by 
the formula 
ml= 1 (_l)r(.r)+l(Y)q--l(Y)R;:ym-E 
r < J 
(respectively 
then K;:,=(-q)-‘(Y)+‘(x).j?~,y. 
Proof Apply the function q to both the sides of the formula for rFi.i and 
use the fact that q commutes with the involution and then use the 
formula for fi:. We omit the details. 
Remark 2.3. We note that this corollary can also be proved using the 
closed formula for these polynomials as given in [De2, Theorem 2.111. In 
fact, this observation has been the starting point of our investigation. 
J. M. Douglass [Do, Corollary 3.81 has also proved this corollary in the 
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case of a finite Coxeter group using the recursive formulas given in [De2, 
Lemma 2.81. However, it may be noted that this particular method can 
also be carried for the general case. 
Next, we give a dual basis for invariants in MJ. We recall [De2, 
Proposition 3.21 that the invariants in MJ (respectively A”) form a 
free Z[q”2 + q-1/2]-module with a basis {Cl( y E W”> (respectively 
{c,JI YE W”}), where 
(respectively 
Using the maps v] and 0, we obtain another basis {‘C,; 1 y E W-‘} for the 
invariants in MJ. More precisely, we have: 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let ‘C-i = ( - 1 )lcY’ 0( c;.;). Then 
(a) ‘C-;I=q~“1.“2.C~~gpS,.,,m,J. 
(b) The set { P.i, I } is the unique set of polynomials which satisfies the 
following relations : 
(i) P.i,,= 1 and deg pi,, <(l(y)-1(x)-1)/2 ifx<y and 
6) C x~;~iqi(4.‘~‘(;)(-l)“;‘--‘(*‘R;Z.~~~=P:,,. 
ProoJ: 
= (_ l)/lY’. 1 (_ f)/(.~‘+l(x’ql(.Y)/2( _ l)‘(y’q-““‘~,y( -q)/‘“‘m~ 
.I < y 
= ql(-“‘l2 c p-i. ,.*,J. 
-CC v 
-3 Hence, ‘C; = ‘C, = q ~20’i2 xX G y P,i Ym,J. This proves (a). 
To prove (b), we appeal to the uniqueness of the set {Pi,,) for the set 
up involving the module A- (as in [De2, Proposition 3.2]), the duality q 
in Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.2. 
Remark 2.5, If J=d then ‘C, can also be obtained using the map 
j: 2 -+A? given by ,j(q”2)=q~“2 and j(r,)= (-q)-“W’. T, (see 
[KL, Sect. I]). It then turns out that ‘C., = (- l)‘(-“’ .j(C,) = 
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4 -((VP c px,,. XGY TX. However, one does not have an analogue of ‘7” for 
the parabolic situation since the only possible “candidate” viz. 
m,J + ( -q)‘(y) . ml is not a morphism and it does not commute with the 
involution . 
Remark 2.6. One can define a dual basis { ‘cy 1 y E WJ> for the module 
a” viz. ‘c$= (-l)‘(y) q(C~i) = qp’(y)/2 Clcy P&,fi-i. It may be noted that 
this is the element for which one has an algorithm leading to a closed 
combinatorial formula (see [De3, Corollary 5.61). It is also the element 
which is considered in [CC] in connection with the representation theory. 
Remark 2.7. If W is finite, then there is a nice relation between the two 
sets of polynomials which generalizes [KL, Theorem 3.11. The parabolic 
analogue, first proved by J. M. Douglass [Do], states that the “inverse 
matrix” of {Pi,,} is the matrix { ( - l)r(r)+‘(y) .P,&Yw6, woXw,b}, where w0 
(respectively wb) is the element of maximal length in W (respectively W,). 
The method used by Douglass is generalization of the method of Kazhdan 
Lusztig. We observe that one can deduce the same conclusion from the 
result in [KL] by using the following information regarding the relation 
between these polynomials and the “usual” Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials 
(see [De2, Proposition 3.4 and Remark 3.81): 
0) Pi,, = L;,yw; 
(ii) P-i, -~. =&,, wJ ( - 1 FwJ) P,,,, y. 
The situation may be different when W is not finite. However, the 
“inverse matrix” of (P-i&} seems to have some relation with the matrix 
1(-l) I(x) + ‘(v) . Bi, Y} itself ( see Table IV of Section 3). An analysis of the 
situation should lead to some interesting information. 
3. AN EXAMPLE 
We give below a concrete example which brings out various aspects 
discussed in Section 2. It shows that the polynomials {Pi,,> are of quite 
different nature than the polynomials {Pi, y}, e.g., Pi,, # 0 if and only if 
x < y whereas there may exist x < y such that pi,, = 0 (see Table II 
below). Thus pi, y # 0 means that the pair (x, y) has some special property 
over and above being related by the Bruhat ordering. As one knows (see 
[De2]), the polynomials {Pi,,} enjoy some of the geometric properties of 
the Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials viz. the connection with the “standard 
Schubert varieties” viz. those of finite dimension (see [De2, Theorem 4.11). 
It will be interesting to find out if the polynomials (Pi,,} are related in 
some way to the geometry of the “dual” Schubert varieties viz. those with 
finite codimension. 
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Consider the Weyl group ( W, S) of the afline Lie algebra A:‘]. The 
diagram is given by 
Sl 
3 
/\ 
3 
s23s 3 
S= {sI, s2, s3} and the order of sis, (i#j) is 
Let y = s,szs3szsI E WJ. The matrices 
3. Let .I= (sz, s3}. 
{P&lx d z < y} and 
{p: z / x 6 z < y > are given in the tables. For the sake of simplification of 
not&ion, we denote the element by 12321. Similarly for other elements, 
e.g., ~1.~3~2~1 will be denoted by 1321, etc. 
TABLE I 
e 1 21 31 321 231 1321 2321 1231 12321 
e 1 1 1 1 1+q l+q 1 1+q 1 1+2q 
1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1+2q 
21 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1+q 
31 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1+q 
321 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 
231 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 
1321 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
2321 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
1231 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
12321 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
TABLE II 
The Matrix {P&Ix<z<y} 
e 1 21 31 321 231 1321 2321 1231 12321 
e 
1 
21 
31 
321 
231 
1321 
2321 
1231 
12321 
I 1 0 0 0 0 4 0 Y 4 
0 1 1 1 1 1 1 
0 0 I 0 1 1 i 1 ?I i 
0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
481’142.14 
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TABLE III 
The Inverse Matrix of {pi,, 1 x d z 6 Y) 
e 1 21 31 321 231 1321 2321 1231 12321 
e 1 - 
1 0 
21 0 
31 0 
321 0 
231 0 
1321 0 
2321 0 
1231 0 
12321 0 
-1 0 0 -4 -4 
z 
4 
z 
-q 
1 -1 -1 1 1 1 0 
0 1 0 -1 -1 0 1 0 -4 
0 0 1 -1 -1 0 1 0 -4 
0 0 0 1 0 -1 -1 0 1 
0 0 0 0 1 0 -1 -1 1 
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 -1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 -1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 -1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
TABLE IV 
The Matrix {xxg,S.r (-l)‘(“+““P:,.P:,Ix~z~y} 
e 1 21 31 321 231 1321 2321 1231 12321 
e 1 0 0 0 
1 0 1 0 0 
; i 4 q 4 
-4 
;: 
--4 -4 
21 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 
31 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
321 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 z 
231 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
1321 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
2321 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
1231 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
12321 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
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